0-150 Still biscuit of olive brown (2.5Y 3/1)
- Brown (10YR 5/6) with
Common black patches (Especially 2.5Y)
61-68, 93, 97, 199-104, 111-116, 130-139

43-59 Steeply dipping bedding
(-72°) under whether this
is in place, biscuit is
rather rounded

Scaly fabric common, especially
113-150

62-55* Closely resembles decollage
horizon in 671, 672 cores.
*79-55* no obvious bioturbation

-13-26 has rather spectacular
"toothpaste" injection structure
of zebra-striped black/gray-brown sediment formed during
drilling.

Note: Throughout this core, there's
black (there's 2.5Y brown, but when
there's brown, there's not always
black (however, usually brown = black)
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